Schema Matching (SM) [3] and Record Matching (RM) [1] are two necessary steps in integrating multiple relational tables of different schemas, where SM unifies the schemas and RM detects records referring to the same real-world entity. The two processes have been thoroughly studied separately, but few attention has been paid to the interaction of SM and RM. In this work we find that, even alternating them in a simple manner, SM and RM can benefit from each other to reach a better integration performance (i.e., in terms of precision and recall). Therefore, combining SM and RM is a promising solution for improving data integration [2] .
I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Schema Matching (SM) [3] and Record Matching (RM) [1] are two necessary steps in integrating multiple relational tables of different schemas, where SM unifies the schemas and RM detects records referring to the same real-world entity. The two processes have been thoroughly studied separately, but few attention has been paid to the interaction of SM and RM. In this work we find that, even alternating them in a simple manner, SM and RM can benefit from each other to reach a better integration performance (i.e., in terms of precision and recall). Therefore, combining SM and RM is a promising solution for improving data integration [2] .
For instance, assume a start-up linked key attribute-pairs (Product, Product) between the two tables in Fig. 1 (a) , at the first RM step, we may identify (t 1 ↭ s 1 ) and (t 2 ↭ s 2 ) as linked records as they share the same Product values. We then identify (Weight, WT) as linked attribute-pair given that the two linked records share the same value under the two attributes. We repeat this process iteratively until no more attributes or records can be linked. Finally, we will have all the four attribute-pairs and six record-pairs be correctly linked as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . By contrast, traditional methods perform SM and RM in only one run, which as a result introduce (Ex − Memory ↭ ROM) and (t 4 ↭ s 8 ) as wrong matches, and also miss pairs (Size ↭ Screen Size)(t 3 ↭ s 3 ), (t 4 ↭ s 4 ), (t 5 ↭ s 5 ) and (t 6 ↭ s 6 ) as matched pairs with similarities and thresholds given in Fig. 1 (b)(c). We now describe a basic interaction workflow between SM and RM with an example scenario in Fig. 2 .
Example 1: Initially, we have P S 0 = {(Product ↭ Product)}, according to which we can match (t 1 ↭ s 1 ) and (t 2 ↭ s 2 ). Then, we find that the two matched records share the same values under (WT, Weight) and (SIZE, Screen). Thus, (WT ↭ Weight) and (SIZE ↭ Screen) can be our newly-linked attribute-pairs. Until now, we would have three attribute-pairs, according to which we can find a new record-pair (t 4 ↭ s 3 ), given that the three matching-attributepairs support this record-pair. Next, since t 4 [CAMERA] equals to s 3 [BackCam] rather than s 3 [FontCam], we may have (CAMERA ↭ BackCam). We continue with RM and SM alternatively in this way to have (t 5 ↭ s 4 ) and (ROM ↭ Memory).
Given the above intuition, we study the interaction between SM and RM, by performing them alternately for data integration.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT There are several crucial issues in the interaction workflow. Firstly, the way of estimating the matching likelihood of an attribute-pair (or a record-pair) is the key factor to ensure the matching quality. The matching likelihood between two records depends on two aspects, i.e., the number of linked attribute-pairs that support the matching, and the ability of the linked attribute-pair in recognizing matching-record-pairs.
Second, "semantic drift" problem should be controlled for preventing the mistake magnification from an SM (or RM) step to the following RM (or SM). The linking decisions made at each SM (or RM) step based on temporary RM (or SM) results should be validated.
Last but not the least, the large overhead produced by comparing a large number of value pairs should be reduced.
III. SUMMARY OF OUR APPROACHES
To estimate the matching likelihood between two records, we firstly define the ability of recognizing matching-recordpair of an attribute called "IdC socre". Secondly, we combine the contributions from multiple-pairs to the calculation of matching likelihood of two related records. However, the attributes are not always independent which makes the calculation intractable. To solve this problem, we first assume that all the IdC of attributes are independent such that a linear model can be used to calculate the matching likelihood, and then we compensate for the dependence between attributes in the model by introducing a damping factor.
To control the semantic drift problem, we validate the newly-linked records and newly-linked attributes separately to prevent semantic drift from happening. After each RM step, we identify risky record-pairs by checking the unbiased Fig. 1 variance of the similarity between their value pairs under various attribute-pairs, while after each SM step, we identify outlier attribute-pairs by applying cross-validation techniques to validate all the linked attributes.
To optimize the time cost of comparing multiple attribute value pairs, we extend the q-gram index [4] to multiple pairs of attributes scenario, and split potential matched record-pairs between the two tables into (possibly overlapped) blocks so that matching-record-pairs are only identified within every block. Then we further block record-pairs by computing the upper and lower-bound of the matching likelihood of two record.
IV. EVALUATION
(1) F 1 Comparison for RM and RM: Since the overlap ratio of the records between two tables has a great influence on the integration quality, we conduct our comparison experiments at various overlap ratios (from 10% to 90%) on the three data sets. As demonstrated in Fig. 3 , our method IntSRM always reaches the highest F − 1 score for both RM and SM. Fig. 4(a)(b) , the quality of RM and SM can also make a further improvement and they can hold steady with a satisfied result as the iteration goes. 
